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Father & Son Tackle Prostate Cancer

As fathers and sons do, Bill and Jerry VanDenBerg are a tightknit duo. Both were veterans—Bill, 83, landed with the U.S. 2nd Marine Division at Normandy in World War II. Jerry, 64, served in Vietnam with the U.S. Marine Corps. Both are retired from tougher jobs they enjoyed, have children and grandchildren, and spend quality time together. And now, both men are surviving cancer...together. The VanDenBergs were diagnosed with prostate cancer within two weeks of each other.

Bill was the first to be diagnosed. A visit to his primary care doctor, prompted by a feeling of discomfort, revealed that he had a higher than normal PSA level. A blood test—which could indicate cancer—PSA stands for prostate-specific antigen, which is a protein produced by the prostate cells—Bill’s initial reaction was one of uncertainty. “At first, I was just a little bit worried. But then I talked to many people who said their grandfathers had been treated for prostate cancer and lived to be 100.”

A few weeks later, son Jerry made his annual visit to the doctor and learned that he, too, had an elevated PSA level. The diagnosis was similar to his dad’s: early-stage prostate cancer. “I’m a realist and know that sometimes things happen when you get older, so I tried not to let it worry me,” Jerry says.

Bill saw either Dr. William Dunn, a Radiation Oncologist at WMCC, who recommended treating his cancer with radiation therapy. Meanwhile, Jerry referring physician recommended that he undergo surgery to cure his cancer. But Jerry changed his mind about the surgery after meeting Dr. Dunn, while accompanying his dad to the Center. Jerry says, “My preference was to avoid surgery, if I could. That’s why I made the decision to go with radiation therapy instead.”

“Radiation therapy and surgery are shown to have equal outcomes in treating prostate cancer,” says Dr. Dunn. “However, surgery is more recommended for younger patients like Jerry because if there’s cancer, radiation cannot be given as a follow-up.”

The VanDenBergs were treated over the course of several weeks. Jerry’s appointments were usually around 8:30 am and latter than Bill’s around 10:30 am. Bill actually looked forward to coming in to talk to other patients, “I got to know several other guys in the patient waiting room who were going through what’s up, and enjoyed talk with them,” he says, “It was seeing them then.”

Jerry says he was very impressed with the WMCC staff. “Everybody there is extremely professional. I couldn’t have asked for a better experience,” he added.

What is a PSA Test? A PSA test is a blood test that doctors use to measure prostate health. A high PSA level can be a sign of an enlarging prostate or prostate cancer. The PSA test is very important to ensure general prostate health, so your doctor may recommend that you have this blood test performed regularly. Speak with your doctor about the results of your PSA test and available treatment options.

New Wellness Program at WMCC

West Michigan Cancer Center’s Wellness Program is designed to provide current patients and cancer survivors with the support they need to keep healthy. The Wellness Program for cancer care can be very far-lasting your body. Good nutrition, exercise and other healthy behaviors can help your body heal from the physical harm cancer and its treatment may have caused. WMCC’s Wellness Program is available thanks to the generous support of our community and a grant from the Lance Armstrong Foundation.

Why participate in the WMCC Wellness Program? All of the above are important and support to make healthy choices in our lives, but cancer survivors can reap even more benefits from participation in a wellness program. Many cancer survivors find that they get better if they incorporate healthy behaviors into their daily routine. Participants in classes such as yoga can improve your sleep, and more!

• Reduce treatment symptoms. Exercise can reduce fatigue and nausea. A healthy diet can boost your immune system. Participation in classes such as yoga can improve your sleep, and more!

• and provide ongoing encouragement to help you meet your goals.

• Exercise classes. On-site classes, including yoga, Tai Chi, Cardio Dancing, and other classes (outside panel for the complete class schedule).

• Nutrition counseling & Classes. Our nutritionist will meet with you to help you eat healthy during your cancer treatment. All group weight-loss classes start class in November.
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• Emotional well-being and support: Psychologists and on-site support groups are available to support you during your journey through cancer.

• A new fitness room: A fully equipped new fitness room is slated to open June 1. Located in the lower level of the cancer center, the fitness room will include cardiovascular exercise machines and strength training equipment. No matter your ability or fitness level, there will be something for everyone in this new fitness room.

• Educational classes: A variety of educational classes will be offered on a rotating basis. Classes will include information about the Trials Trial Nutrition Special Interest Group (SIG) of the Oncology Nursing Society. She began her career as a staff nurse at Borgess Medical Center and her joined West Michigan Cancer Center when it opened in 1994. Westendorp has more than 20 years of experience in clinical trials.

In the past decade, clinical trials have undergone some important and dramatic advances, contributing to our understanding of cancer, as an important role. Closers adherence to the requirements set forth in the Declaration of Helsinki has been almost abandoned in favor of procedures and practices, around the world. The Helsinki declaration of 1964 has increased. Bazemore et al. "harmful" and "individual rights" arguments have spread through the medical community, resulting in a call for more information sharing with regard to ethics and informed consent.

Changes have also taken place in the role of the clinical trials nurse, with a multiplier of titles, job descriptions, duties, and responsibilities. Many of the changes a nurse can receive a $100 tax credit (not to exceed 5% of Single Business Tax) on a gift of $10,000.

Endowment gifts are donations that keep on giving! To gift a share or learn more about the WMCC’s Endowment, contact Jessica Hermann-Wilson, Director of Development, at 269-373-0129 or email jhermann-wilson@wmcc.org. Donations can be sent to WMCC, 200 North Park Street, Kalamazoo, MI 49007 (write your checks payable to KCC-WMCC Endowment).

Give the Gift of the Future

WMCC is committed to fighting cancer and to ensuring that all cancer survivors in South-West Michigan have access to world-class cancer treatment, research, and public education in their home communities. The newest and most advanced equipment in our cancer treatment environment is our Patient Care Services Program, which annually provides more than 6,500 patients with psychosocial, pain management, transportation, clinical trials, financial assistance and many other services. You also saw the commitment in the form of more than 100 clinical trials conducted at WMCC each year. This year you will see our commitment in our new, dedicated programs and in our current clinical experience. You can be a part of this commitment.

The West Michigan Cancer Center Endowment at the Kalamazoo Community Foundation was opened in 2002 to meet the challenges that come with our commitment to be the very best. Donations to the WMCC Endowment provide for the long-term financial security of our Center. Gifts to the WMCC Endowment can take any form and, thanks to the Michigan Community Tuition Credit, are eligible for special tax savings.

This support group is for people diagnosed with any blood cancer. Please call Dr. Morry Edwards, Ph.D., at 269-375-2222 or email mdrmors@wmcc.org for more information.

The works of six area artists are on display throughout the cancer center’s four floors. Featured works are from Joanne Edna, Todd Moler, Dougjshine Fenneg, David Fischer, Doris Miller, and Joan Wilmarth. The exhibit features a variety of media, including handmade paper, pastel, photography, and tempera and oil.

For more information or to schedule a tour, contact Lynn Emmons, Marketing Manager, at 269-384-8264 or email lemmmons@wmcc.org.

Class Schedule 2008

Classes listed are offered no charge to current and former WMCC patients and a caregiver.

Conditioning for Life

Class: Tuesdays Dates: 4/29 – 6/10 Time: 5:30 pm – 7:00 pm Location: WMCC 3rd Floor Multi-Purpose Room

Cooking Class

Class: Tuesdays Dates: 1/28 – 4/28 Time: 4:30 pm – 6:00 pm Location: WMCC 3rd Floor Multi-Purpose Room

My Time Mediation/Relaxation

Class: Thursdays Dates: 1/30 – 4/24 Time: 1:00 pm – 2:00 pm Location: WMCC Lower-Level Multi-Purpose Room

Look Good, Feel Better

Class: 4th Wednesdays Dates: 3/18 – 6/24 Time: 4:30 pm – 6:15 pm Location: WMCC Lower-Level Multi-Purpose Room

Gentle and Restorative Yoga

Class: Mondays Dates: 3/30 – 6/4 Time: 5:30 pm – 6:45 pm Location: WMCC Lower-Level Multi-Purpose Room

Pilates Ball Class

Class: Wednesdays Dates: 4/8 – 7:00 pm – 8:00 pm Location: WMCC Lower-Level Multi-Purpose Room

Tai Chi

Class: Wednesdays Dates: 4/15 – 6/17 Time: 1:00 pm – 2:00 pm Location: WMCC 3rd Floor Multi-Purpose Room

Patient Support Group

Class: Tuesdays Dates: 1/28 – 4/28 Time: 5:30 pm – 6:45 pm Location: WMCC Lower-Level Multi-Purpose Room

Prostate Cancer Support Group

Class: 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of each month Dates: 3/12 – 5/28 Time: 9:30 am – 11:00 am Location: WMCC Lower-Level Multi-Purpose Room

Blind Couples Support Group

Class: 3rd Tuesday Dates: 3/18 – 5/20 Time: 7:00 pm – 8:15 pm Location: WMCC Lower-Level Multi-Purpose Room

For more information on any of the classes listed, call 269-373-7446 or send an email to socialservices@wmcc.org. For all classes at the West Michigan Cancer Center, please visit the park in the redroom, and we will validate your ticket.

Medical Update on Breast Cancer Treatment

By Marcia Liepman, MD

Much of current research is trying to more precisely identify and target the cancer cell. The challenge is that breast cancer is more effective treatments. There are now a few new breast cancer drugs approved for use in the United States, not all of them will help everyone. A good place to start is finding drugs that target the underlying mechanisms that drive cancer cell growth.

Two newer drugs are available for the management of advanced breast cancer (breast cancer that has spread to other parts of the body). Both are effective for a subset of patients. One drug can be an option for women with advanced breast cancer has Dendron, a product that is being developed for upregulation of estrogen receptors in breast cancer cells.
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**Father & Son Tackle Prostate Cancer**

As fathers and sons do, Bill and Jerry VanDenBerg are a tightknit duo. Both are war veterans—Bill, 83, landed with the U.S. 2nd Marine Division at Normandy, France, in World War II; Jerry, 64, was diagnosed with prostate cancer within two years of each other.

Bill was the first to be diagnosed. A visit to his primary care doctor prompted a biopsy and diagnosis of prostate cancer. He and his family decided to undergo treatment within two weeks of each other.

Bill saw radiation, surgery, and follow-up tests to rule out other diseases. The PSA test is very important to ensure general prostate health. A high PSA level can be a sign of an enlarging prostate or prostate cancer. A PSA level of 2.0 or higher indicates that you may have an enlarging prostate. Your doctor will probably recommend follow-up tests to rule out other diseases and will continue to check your PSA levels to track any unusual or sudden change in levels.

The PSA test is often done after the PSA test. Doctors use PSA levels to monitor treatment. The VanDenBergs were treated over the course of several weeks. Jerry was diagnosed with prostate cancer within two weeks of each other.
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- **relaxation** techniques are provided through yoga and Pilates classes.
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As fathers and sons, Bill and Jerry VanDenBerg were a tight duo. Both were veterans—Bill, 90, served in the U.S. 2nd Marine Division at Normandy, France, in World War II; Jerry, 64, served in Vietnam with the U.S. Marine Corps. Both are retired from lifelong jobs they enjoyed, have children and grandchildren, and spend quality time together. And now, both men are surviving cancer…together. The VanDenBergs have children and grandchildren, and spend quality time together. And now, both men are having children and grandchildren, and spend quality time together. And now, both men are...
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